Air Force transport plane crashes, kills seven soldiers

Improved relations

ND boasts 12 mainland Chinese

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1981

United Nations (AP) - Secretary of State Alexander Haig Jr. told the United Nations yesterday that the Soviet Union and Vietnam are "engaging in a dangerous game" and he warned nations to resist their aggression. He added: "We have not reached the point of providing foreign assistance, moral comfort or the prestige of international political platforms to countries that foster international violence," he said. Although he did not name any countries, in the past he has cited Cuba, Libya and Vietnam among nations in that category.
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UNITED NATIONS (AP) - Secretary of State Alexander Haig Jr. told the United Nations yesterday that the Soviet Union and Vietnam are "engaging in a dangerous game" and he warned nations to resist their aggression. He added: "We have not reached the point of providing foreign assistance, moral comfort or the prestige of international political platforms to countries that foster international violence," he said. Although he did not name any countries, in the past he has cited Cuba, Libya and Vietnam among nations in that category.

AIRFIELD, Nev. (AP) - An Air Force C-130 transport plane carrying Army troopers on a night training mission crashed and burned early today as it approached a darkened desert air strip, killing seven soldiers and injuring 20 others. The four engine troop-geo was carrying 68 people, including nine crew members, when it hit the desert floor and skidded before bursting into flames about three-quarters of a mile short of the runway at Indian Springs at 12:20 a.m. "The sky was aglow," the plane was totally engulfed in flames," said Jessenia Hill, a helicopter rescue officer. "There were a lot of men with am and leg fractures. It was miraculous that there were not more serious injuries.

Several Air Force sources said the runway lights at the remote landing strip about 45 miles northwest of Las Vegas were shut off as part of the training mission, but Air Force officials have not released the information that they want improved relations with the United States.

Soviet troops that entered Afghanistan to join the government's fight against Muslim rebels remain almost two years later despite an international outcry. Soviet-backed Vietnamese remain in Cambodia where they ousted the previous Communist government and installed a new one in January 1975.

In unveiling the Reagan administration's approach to problems of poor and developing nations, Haig said clear it won't go along with demands by many U.S. members for a new international economic order based on greater distribution of wealth among rich to poor nations. "A strategy for growth that depends on massive increase in the transfer of resources from developed to developing countries is simply unrealistic," Haig said.

"We believe that our collective responsibility is to allow no more time to be lost in sterile debates and unrealistic demands, he added, "Because, in the final analysis, the only reasonable dialogue with promise for the future." "Haig's strong private help for poor nations represents a departure from the policies of previous administration, which had focused on increasing aid to the Third World, primarily in the form of bilateral and multilateral banks, such as the World Bank, in full-scale, short-term development of poor nations.

Haig said there is still an important role for the many poor nations whose private sectors are poorly developed and which are regarded as two poverty-stricken to attract private investment.

Moreover, he said there should not be any "false notion that encourage terrorism and violence."

We have not reached the point of providing foreign assistance, moral comfort or the prestige of international political platforms to countries that foster international violence," he said. Although he did not name any countries, in the past he has cited Cuba, Libya and Vietnam among nations in that category.

Haig's emphasis on private investment and an international outcry.

Dohrynin sat the assembly today.

Haig has in his first speech to the General Assembly, said he would elude a new Reagan administration strategy for promoting economic development of poor nations - a plan that puts greater emphasis on private investment and less on government control.

With Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko in the audience, Haig had harsh words for the Soviet Union—which could set the stage for a debate. He met with the Soviet leader here Wednesday.

"One of the great dangers to the (U.N.) charter today and to development is the willful violation of the national integrity of both Afghanistan and Cambodia."

Haig's words were received with some coordination by many.
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A grocery store "horse race" apparently went haywire in a New England supermarket chain may be left holding the bag. There were supposed to be only two $1,000 winner a week in the contest sponsored by the 31 Sampson's stores in Maine and New Hampshire, but Saturday's running brought dozens clamoring for payoffs. "The company's kind of off the horn now," said Cecil Wilson, manager of Sampson's in Augusta. Sampson's officials yesterday were trying to figure out what went wrong.

Sampson's employee in Fairfield said that five to ten minutes after we can to take that plant by non-violent means and hold used in testing and the reactor vessel must be scrubbed. The spokesman Carl Zichella said, protesters undergo eight hours of non-violence training, because workers first must check and calibrate the instruments is more concerned with the utilities' profits than with protecting the environment. "We got things squared away, we'd better not run it," - AP

At alliance headquarters in San Luis Obispo, spokesman Carl Zichella said, "We are not surprised" by the NRC vote. "This is just another indication of the NRC. Showing it is more concerned with the utilities' profits than with protecting the public health and safety." Zichella said. "Diablo Canyon is the most outrageously sited nuclear plant since Humboldt Bay in 1962." The Humboldt plant, in Northern California, was within 3,000 yards of three earthquake faults and that plant, also owned by PG&E, was closed down by the NRC in 1976. Pacific Gas & Electric spokesman Chris Piper has estimated it could take two weeks before loading can start, because workers first must check and calibrate the instruments used in testing and the reactor vessel must be scrubbed. The Alliance, which has sponsored the blockade, said it would try to surround the plant before the tests can start. "We're going to do the best we can to take that plant down by violent means and hold it," said spokesman Dennis Collins. Despite the Alliance's requirement that protesters undergo eight hours of non-violence training, San Luis Obispo County sheriff's Sgt. Leon Cole said one of yesterday's arrests involved a man carrying a "fully loaded .50 automatic pistol." The man, whose identity was not immediately released, was arrested in a group of demonstrators across from the main gate about 10:20 a.m. There had been no arrests Sunday, despite the participation of about 5,000 people from nearby communities in a one-day march to the plant, an event that was not involved with the Ahwahne blockade. Participants in the blockade have numbered from 500 to 3,000 depending on the size of the crowd. Neither the California Highway Patrol nor the Alliance would estimate the number of protesters remaining yesterday. - AP

Mayor Maynard Jackson has endorsed Andrew Young in the Atlanta mayoral race, calling him the "best qualified" candidate for the job. Young was U.S. ambassador to the United Nations for part of the Carter administration. Jackson, who is completing his eighth year in office and cannot succeed himself, endorsed the candidate yesterday during worship services at St. John's Baptist Church. Eight candidates are on the ballot, but many observers believe the front-runners are Young, who is black, and state Rep. Steve Pearce, who is white. The city's nonpartisan election is Oct. 6. - AP

Construction workers are back on the job after a two-month labor dispute that stalled about $12 billion worth of construction projects in the area. Under an agreement ratified Sunday night by 19 of 19 local unions, about 3,000 members of Local 5 of the International Union of Operating Engineers will receive a 5% annual increase in wages and benefits over the next 15 months, union officials said. Some workers, who run bulldozers, cranes and other heavy equipment, returned to their jobs last week after a tentative settlement was announced. - AP

Partly sunny and cooler today High mid 70s with upper 60s. Tonight, bright and clear with lows in the mid and upper 40s. Increasing clouds tomorrow with highs again mid to upper 60s.
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Raquel Martinez performs in her alternative, a rock and roll act called "Naive Farm." After 10 years of fights as an apprentice, she is only the second woman to receive her alternativa, and the first woman in 23 years to appear at Tijuana. (AP)

Coping With Graduate School - a Couples Survival Workshop

Open to Notre Dame graduate student couples

Saturday, Oct. 10
University Commons, Social Stairs Bulla Ave.
9:00 to 5:00
Call Psychological Services (283-7336) by Oct. 5

The Observer
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The L-5 Society will make its debut on the Notre Dame campus Wednesday, Sept. 23 with a lecture and slideshow presentation at 7:30 p.m. in the Lafortune Little Theatre. This non-profit operational organization is concerned with space exploration, space industrialization and human colonization and settlement in space. Chairman Thomas Fechtel, the society's president, said the purpose of the club is to educate the public to what is possible in space.

By MOLLY RYAN
News Staff

The L-5 Society, now in its seventh year of existence, devotes itself to exposing people to the limitations possibilities that space offers.

The society derives its name from a man named LaGrange who discovered several libration points between the earth and the moon where gravity is canceled. The fifth such point is out of the reach of a self-sufficient space colony. Toth-Fechel believes such a colony will exist in the near future.

The University of Notre Dame's Medieval Institute, with an initial grant of $50,000 from the Samuel H. Kress Foundation, has begun a catalogue of nearly 8,000 drawings from the Ambrosiana Library of Milan, Italy.

The Mary M. Davis Collection of Northern Italian drawings from the 15th and 16th centuries, but also includes some works by German masters of the period as well as works of a much later vintage. Miss Davis is the retiring executive vice president of the Kress Foundation.

The Ambrosiana Library was established in 1609 by Cardinal Federico Borromeo and was named after St. Ambrose, the patron saint of Milan. With encouragement from Pope Paul VI, the University of Notre Dame in 1962 began to microfilm the enormous collection under the direction of medievalist A.L. Gabriele.

The Mary M. Davis Collection includes drawings by DaVinci, Tinoretto and Durer. According to Dr. Ralph McKinley the directory will serve as "a useful complement" to the institute's catalogue of Manuscripts from the Ambrosiana.

The Medieval Institute collects drawings

By CINDY COLDIRON
News Staff

Members of the Saint Mary's Board of Governors discussed the upcoming Freshman Council election, which is scheduled for Thursday, at last night's meeting.

Two new government representatives were also added to the board, SMC Student Body President Kellen Murphy announced. Mary Dillon is the new Social Justice Commission and Mardy Fecht is the new publicity chairman.

The student representative for off-campus students in planning a luncheon for all the off-campus women in the SMC clubhouse; two weeks from this Wednesday.

The board noted that Holy Cross Week, held last week, was such a success with its "Miss Holy Cross Contest" that some of the other dorms expressed an interest in having their own contests next year. Holy Cross is also sponsoring a speaker, James Killips, of Omaha, Neb., who will speak on Oct. 5 and Killips will present a speech on his own personal experiences fighting cancer.

The doubles tennis is going on right now in Saint Mary's intramural athletics and co-rec volleyball is held every Wednesday from 9 to 10:30 p.m. Flag football also starts this week. Regina Hall sponsored a computer dance last Friday night with a fair-sized crowd attending. A Beach Party is planned for the dome this Friday, Sept. 25.

OFF-CAMPUS NITE
at Senior Bar!!!

Tues. Sept. 22
9:30 to 12:00

Bring Some Friends and join us at our first club night at Senior Bar.

OFF-CAMPUS
NITE
at Senior Bar!!!
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9:30 to 12:00
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Sir Richard's
HAIR DESIGNS
Open 6 days a week
417 DIXIEWAY
across from Wendy's
277-0734
personalized Hair Designs

Collegiate PLANT FAIR
comes to
Lafortune Ballroom
9am - 6pm
This Wednesday and Thursday
Sept. 23 & 24
WIDE SELECTION LOW PRICES
HEALTHY PLANTS
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Interference

Solidarity unions accuse Soviets

Solidarity union locals responding to the Kremlin's harshest accusations of anti-Sovietism, countered yesterday with angry charges of Soviet interference in Poland.

The independent union summoned its top leaders to Gdansk for a strategy session today, union chief Lech Walesa was expected to oversee the drafting of an official response to the Soviet warning.

The Soviet news agency Tass lashed out again yesterday, accusing the local chapters of creating "acute conflict situations aimed at overthrowing the existing system," according to a dispatch from Warsaw. It said Solidarity was preparing to seize power on the assumption that "the authorities cannot offer serious resistance."

Workers at a paper factory in Niedomicz issued a sharply worded response yesterday to the Kremlin attack. A Solidarity news agency said it was preparing to seize power on the assumption that "the authorities cannot offer serious resistance."

This student has found a tranquil place to study on the bank of Lake Marion. The fountain in the background is a new addition to the area this Fall. (photo by Susan Quinn)

Director of Security Terry explains parking regulations

By FRANCES NOLAN

Parking is the biggest problem the Security department faces every year, according to Glen Terry, Director of Security at Notre Dame.

Quoting figures from last year's annual report, Terry said that in September of 1980, 2,418 citations were issued.

One problem this year was that parking decals arrived late and therefore, the Security Department had to issue them later than usual.

Terry reminded students that because there is not enough interior parking for everyone, the most important rule is that the decals be replaced so that each person has parking in their designated area.

Students are required to park in their designated area. Parking for everyone, the most important rule is that the decals be replaced so that each person has parking in their designated area.

According to Terry, it is very important that people do not park along the road that leads to Sacred Heart Church. He pointed out that it is a no-parking zone and that people ignore this.

At General Foods we've mapped our direction for the 80's - up! Building on our strong base as one of the world's leading food companies, we plan to dramatically expand into bold new areas of technology.

We're creating a lot of opportunity for finance majors who are developing their career strategies for the 80's. We're coming to campus to tell you about our facilities in Chicago and the career paths that only a dynamic and growing corporation like General Foods can offer. And about varied assignments and professional challenges that come with producing such nationally-recognized products as Kool Aid, Shake 'n Bake and Maxwell House Coffee.

Depending on your area of interest and educational background our discussion can center on such topics as:

- Career success using our Management Process - a way to work with your managers to develop your career strategy - and succeed with it.
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FINANCE MAJORS

Talk to General Foods about your Career Strategy for the 80's

Sign up today!

On-campus interviews will be held on September 30, 1981
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... Crash

continued from page 1

Jeeping 20 to 25 feet in the air the plane came down onto a hill about a half mile from a four-lane highway and early evening drivers gawked at the spectacular blaze.

The C-5 was attached to the 454th Tactical Aircraft Wing at Dyess Air Force Base near Abilene, Texas. The plane was taking part in a training exercise involving the Air's 9th Infantry Division from Ft. Lewis, Wash., to simulate Air Force/Army airlift operations in combat conditions.

The plane opens on O'Laughlin Auditorium on October 2, and runs October 5, 8, 9 and 10
Weekend measures work well

BY MARCIA BONICH
News Staff

An escort service for Notre Dame and Saint Mary's women will begin after October break. Brian Conway, assistant director of student security, who is in charge of the service and explained that the service will escort women leaving the library from 10 p.m. until closing time.

Volunteers from male dorms at Notre Dame will walk girls anywhere on campus, off campus or to Saint Mary's. Conway pointed out that though last year's service was moderately successful, it was underpublicized.

That's a goal in conveying the importance of the service to Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students. Conway hopes to accomplish this through signs posted on-campus and in newsletters sent to Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students explaining the service.

Last year there was an attempt to establish an on-call service for 24-hour student escorts, but no such service is planned this year due to lack of interest. Students interested in re-establishing the service should contact Conway.

High interest rates beat rising consumer prices

WASHINGTON (AP) — Amid all the evils blamed on high interest rates is an uncharted benefit for millions of American savers who are hoarding inflation for the first time in years.

With consumer prices rising, about 10 percent a year and interest rates on savings available at 17 percent or higher, Americans who can set money aside are pulling down the highest real rates of return on their investments in U.S. history.

The interest-rate boon for people who are lucky enough to have savings and no need to borrow money reverses an economic trend during the 1970s, when inflation decimated savings because the rise in consumer prices far outstripped interest rates.

While lower-interest accounts are there for many of Americans, there are many more losers than winners, according to Sr. Jean, is drinking on the quads. The rectors, she said, don't object to students drinking in moderation in the dorms, but robberies, adding that it's too hard to judge the policy's effectiveness after only one weekend.

Several RA's said the policy is more useful in dorms sponsoring intramural activities. At Zahn Hall, which had a party last Saturday night, RA Paul Kosidowski said the policy's effectiveness is still too early to tell how many (outsiders) tried to get in.

Farley's rectors, said that security has not heard of any incidents of theft and vandalism, and to prevent under-age high school students from crashing ND victory parties.

"By Saturday, people were almost automatically showing as their ID's (to get into the hall)," said Hanney's bro Pete Mahoney, co-chairman of the Rectors Committee. "We received good cooperation from the students.

The new directive dictates that only one door of any ND hall be unlocked from 7 p.m. to 2 a.m. on those Friday and Saturday nights. At least one member of the hall staff must be present at the door to ensure that only Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students and their guests enter the hall. Students not known to the hall staff members on duty must present an ID card to enter. Guests must sign a guest register.

The policy will be used again October 2 and 3, the weekend of the Michigan State game.

Director of Security Glenn Terry said that security has not heard of any incidents of theft or vandalism that may have occurred last Friday or Saturday night.

"We would rather have the halls autonomously run as long as the rectors want to exert that kind of control," said Terry. Robbers, however did break into six rooms at Holy Cross Hall the weekend of Sept. 11-13 and stole money and clothes. That incident, however, occurred during the football game itself when the halls are watched by a member of Building Services.

The responsibility of implementing the new night directive lies solely with each individual hall staff. In some dorms, the resident assistants watched the door, while in others 11-15 and stole money and clothes. That incident, however, occurred during the football game itself when the halls are watched by a member of Building Services.

The responsibility of implementing the new night directive lies solely with each individual hall staff. In some dorms, the resident assistants watched the door, while in others...
Heroes are hard to find

Andy Rooney

Sports don't interest me as much as they once did and I don't know why. When people ask me if I'm an amateur, I tell them I think it's sports. I'm cooling off as a sports fan for a lot reasons, the most important being that I'm getting to know so much about the new heroes and I don't want to idolize them as I once did. Babe Ruth was a little before my time, but every kid who followed baseball when Babe was in his prime admired him. He was the same kind of hero today. He was a great baseball player but a serious

flawed human being. His faults would be known today and he'd be harder to like and no matter how many home runs he hit. It should have been the tennis player Bill Tilden and probably the Los Angeles Lakers player Jim Thorpe. They're all his best for all you know them as professional athletes.

A lot of athletes are sexy. Here's the thing about that. At the bottom of my list was the sex appeal of the women athletes. I prefer

play and in my fan's mind I endowed him with every possible attribute known to man. I have no specific evidence to the contrary, but I've been disillusioned so often I'm now ready to believe that Frank Goodman was a great athlete. Last weekend I had a good time with体

The Pavlov Dancers, principal ballerina for the Joffrey Ballet, will dance the roles of Pavlova in Thursday's program. Miss Dansas has earned wide acclaim for her performances in a variety of ballets, many of which were created for her. As a soloist with the American Ballet Theatre, she has been a leading role in "Sleeping Beauty," "Giselle," and "Glen Tetley's "Le Noce du Printemps" as well as other classical and contemporary works. Miss Dansas was also featured in the role opposite Mikhail Baryshnikov in the film "The Turning Point," and was also a further dancer for the national television Academy Awards ceremony.

Ballet company to appear

For three generations, Anna Pavlova has represented all that is artistic and spiritual in ballet, and her impact on the world of dance is immeasurable. The "Pavlova Celebration," a tribute to the legendary ballerina on the centennial of her birth, will be presented Tuesday, September 24 at 8:00 p.m. in O'Laughlin Auditorium of St. Mary's College. Tickets for the performance are $4.00 for the general public and $3.00 for students.

The special "Celebration" is a composite of works all originally performed by Pavlova and her company in the early years of this century. Highlights of Thursday's program include two famous solo, La Nuit and California Poppy, which were retrieved and interpreted from rare film footage of Pavlova herself. Also included in the program will be a concert version of "Giselle."
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For three generations, Anna Pavlova has represented all that is artistic and spiritual in ballet, and her impact on the world of dance is immeasurable. The "Pavlova Celebration," a tribute to the legendary ballerina on the centennial of her birth, will be presented Tuesday, September 24 at 8:00 p.m. in O'Laughlin Auditorium of St. Mary's College. Tickets for the performance are $4.00 for the general public and $3.00 for students.

The special "Celebration" is a composite of works all originally performed by Pavlova and her company in the early years of this century. Highlights of Thursday's program include two famous solo, La Nuit and California Poppy, which were retrieved and interpreted from rare film footage of Pavlova herself. Also included in the program will be a concert version of "Giselle."
Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers

House Promises

Tom Petty and his bandmates have always been known for their songwriting ability. While their earlier albums were primarily focused on Petty’s songwriting, their latest release, "Wildflowers", showcases the band’s new approach to songwriting.

The album features Petty and the Heartbreakers collaborating with other musicians, including Stevie Nicks and Jakob Dylan, to create a diverse range of sounds and styles. The result is a collection of songs that explores different musical genres, from country to rock to folk.

"Wildflowers" is a testament to Petty’s continued creativity and his ability to bring together different musical influences to create something truly unique. It’s a must-listen for fans of Petty and the Heartbreakers, and for anyone who appreciates the power of collaboration in music.
The NRTC Charities' mixer is scheduled for this Saturday at 10 a.m. Anyone can register for the event at the NRTC Building between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. daily. Pre-registration is $5; the day of the event, it's $8. Attendees from the race will be donated to local agencies for the handicapped. — The Observer

The N.D. soccer team tied Ohio St. 2-2 Sunday in Columbus, Ohio. The game was tied at the end of regulation play, but with 1:30 left to play in regulation, junior Anthony Scially scored an unassisted goal to even the score. During the two overtime periods, four Ohio State shots hit the goal post or sailed wide of the Buckeyes, 24-5. The game was played off by 85 play stops, including 71 fouls. Notre Dame is now 5-0-1 on the season. The Irish travel to Wheaton for an afternoon game tomorrow. — The Observer

The Observer will accept classifieds Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. However, classifieds need to be run in the morning news by 9:30 a.m. for the daily, or by 5 p.m. the day of publication for the weekly.
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If you're going to take grueling business courses, you'll need all the help you can get.

You'll need a financial calculator made by the people who invented the handheld financial calculator and have led the way ever since. You'll need a calculator with all the functions and power you could ever require.

You'll need a Hewlett-Packard.

The HP-38C.
All the help you can get.

The HP-38C Advanced Financial Programming Calculator with Continuous Memory gives you the most extensive set of financial functions available in a handheld calculator. And, an easy-to-use programming capability.

See your nearest HP dealer for a hands-on demonstration. And check out the dynamic HP-37E business model.
Then buy an HP. It may be the last easy thing you do for a long time.
P-E Packers

Enthusiasm offsets inexperience

As the crisp nights of autumn set in more of our attentions will be spent on the activities that accompany the season. Here at Notre Dame, football is the event of greatest interest, not only on the varsity level, but on the intramural level as well. A prime example of this enthusiasm exists in the flag football team representing Pasquerella East, the latest addition of student residence on the campus.

Coached by Scott Stearney, Jim Johnston, Ron Janowycz and Dave O' Neill, the "East Packers" look to far, to be a top contender in the women's football league. Having a team mainly compiled of freshman, their level of experience is nonexistent at best. In speaking with the coaches, though, they seem to site this youth as a holy rather than a hindrance.

"The untry and genuine excitement these ladies display is remarkable, and it grows with each meeting," says Johnston. Jim in this case is a special case. As Stearney puts it, "Before this season not many of these girls knew each other, so in a learning process you look at it and learn them. They do, and quickly at that from the point of view of the coaches. Before their season, neither of the seniors had two years in which to learn a ball driven offensive plays that were executed as well as could be desired and led them to victory over Basil's team, 14-0.

Organization is another key factor in PE's winning attitude. The coaching staff feels by having four coaches, it can break down into units more proficiently and better instruct the pertinent fundamentals.

The Packers are by no means without leadership. Kathy Guglielmi, a senior coming over from Farley Hall, has the talent and experience to take control on the field and to provide the young squad with someone to look to in an exemplary role.

But after all is said and done, spirit is the theme to which this up-and-coming group will provide the league with exciting competition this season.

OTHER SCORES — In other women's football action, Pasquerella North went over Passy's last 7-6, and in last week's competition Brenn-Pills downed Pasquerella West, 1-0, and the Northwest won 6-2.

MEN'S FOOTBALL — The men's intramural football season gets under way Sunday. For information on the teams or opportunities of your own hall's team, contact your hall's athletic commissioner.

INSURANCE — This is a reminder to all those participants in non-varsity athletics. Proof of insurancemust be submitted to the NVA office no later than the last business day before your first game. Failure to complinwill result in your ineligibility to play.

TRACK — This Friday's race will start promptly at 3:30 p.m. Contestants should report to the meet director at the outdoor track (Carter).
**Molarity**

I GUESS IT MUST BE EXCITING MEN'S COOKING. I JUST DON'T WANT TO BE LIKE THE DAYS OF BRYCE IN MORE WAYS THAN ONE.

**Doonesbury**

GOOD EVENING, TOWNSMEN! A TONIGHT IS CONTEMPORARY AND LEGENDARY IN THE KINGDOM. THERE IS NO END TO THE STORIES THAT HAVE BEEN TOLD IN THIS TOWN THROUGH THE YEARS. WE ARE KNOWN FOR OUR GREAT TALES AND LEGENDS.

**Simon**

I'VE BEEN WATCHING FOR SOMEONE. I'M THINKING OF GETTING INTO THE BUSINESS OF TRAINING PETS. I NEED TO GET IN THEeldoF OF TRAINING MORE THAN THE DOG'S WISDOM.

**The Daily Crossword**

**ACROSS**

1. Ukase
2. Killer whales
3. Spite the swimmer
4. Code word for A
5. Mid-west oil city
6. Miner
7. Rest
8. African fly
9. Plane prefix
10. Paper with 43 on the tear
13. Decay
14. TV adjunct
15. Gold cloth

**DOWN**

28. Amo...
29. Major or kitchen
32. Cuber's bridge
33. Minna
34. Territorial
division
36. Veer
39. Toward the center
40. Whipman
41. Capek play
42. Omar's output
44. Shag var.
45. Ethiopian people

**Monday's Solution**

**Michael Molinelli**

...NEAT HALO AND DUKE JIM HAD THE REST OF SOME OF HIS BIRDWEAK MOTHERS...

**Garry Trudeau**

MEETING THE CASES OF THE APPREHENSION IS STILL UNDERWAY HERE AT THE LOCAL PRISON. THEY'VE DISCOVERED THAT MANY OF THE INMATES WERE NOT ACTUALLY CONNECTED TO THE CRIMES THEY WERE ACCUSED OF.

**Jeb Cashin**

...OPEN THE DEVIL SKILL UP AND DOWN AND MAKE THE MAGIC OF THE MUSICAL..." (REV. 16:13)

**Campus**

6:00 p.m. - film

**Television Tonight**

Tuesday, September 22

7:00 p.m. - 16

Project Peacock — How To Eat Like a Child

28. Musée — "Salon's Lot"

34. Nude — "Blindness: Five Points of View"

7:30 p.m. - 16

Towers of Memory — More Conveniences

8:00 p.m. - 16

Tuesday Night at the Movies, "Oh God"

8:30 p.m. - 17

Hill Street Blues — The Nellen Test

9:00 p.m. - 17

Hill Street Blues — The Nellen Test

10:00 p.m. - 16

NewsCenter 16

11:00 p.m. - 17

Eyewitness News

11:30 p.m. - 17

Tonight Show to Coast

**This Day in History**

Today's highlights in history:

On Sept. 22, 1792, the French Republic was proclaimed during the French Revolution.

On this date:

1862, President Abraham Lincoln declared that all slaves would be free as of Jan. 1, 1863.

1945, the Soviet Union exploited its first atomic bomb.

One year ago, hostilities between Iran and Iraq erupted into what was described as full-scale war.

41

******

**BUT WHAT DOES THE STUDENT UNION RECORD STORE HAVE FOR ME?**

**CHEAPER PRICES**... Save 24-32% off list prices!

**MOST CURRENT SINGLES**$6.50 (compare at $8.99 list).

Cut-outs $2.98 to $5.98

**CONVENIENCE**... The NDSU Record Store is located on the Main Floor of LaFortune and open 9-5.

**PLUS-** ordered albums take 1 week only!

**GREAT SELECTION**... Springsteen, Fogelberg, Moody Blues, Stevie Nicks, Christopher Cross, Pat Benatar, Journey, and many more.

**ALSO**... recorded and blank tapes available.

**SO**... for CHEAPER PRICES, MORE CONVENIENCE, and a GREAT SELECTION stop by the S·U· Record Store today!!!

**CREDIT CARD**... All major cards accepted.

**DISH TOWEL**... An added value of $1.50 per order.

**ISBN**... 0-8657-83-24-9
Athletic endowment fund underway

By SKIP DESJARDIN
Assistant Sports Editor

One of the most important events in the history of Notre Dame athletics took place last Monday, and most, if not all outside the administration and the athletic department even noticed.

For the first time, the University has begun a campaign to raise money specifically for sports. The $10 million campaign is designed to establish an athletic endowment, a move that already has been made in a large number of institutions.

In the past, Notre Dame simply has paid for the operation of the athletic department through the University’s general fund. All revenue from athletics went into the fund, and expenses for fielding revenue teams were drawn from it. The plan calls for the money to be added to the endowment, thus enabling the athletic department to pay for the operation of the department, including hotel accommodations, meals and transportation.

"The need for this fund is obvious," says Roger Valdiserri, assistant athletic director and sports information director. "Last year, the net income from those two sports was only $20,000. Before long, athletics would have run into the red."

But Notre Dame athletics, you might say, is not in the black. Each year, the school in the PAC-10 has had to make budgetary cuts, 15% though by many to be the wealthiest team in college sports,线下舞蹈队, has been laying out its warts, and has reduced revenue from varsity to club status. Four other PAC-10 schools also are dropping sports.

The problem is not with the major sports. Of Notre Dame’s four major athletic revenue streams in 1979-80, 98 percent was generated by football and basketball. At times in the recent past, the two sports have enabled the athletic department to contribute a net income of as much as $1 million to the University’s general fund. The problem is with the so-called minor, non-revenue sports. Notre Dame now offers 19 varsity programs, and an additional 15 club sports. The administration, at the urging of athletic director Gene Corrigan, also has committed itself to vast improvement of its athletic programs for women.

The problem also has inflation. Travel expenses for this year will top the $500,000 mark. That does not include honorariums, meals and other expenses. In addition, a new legislature might mean more travel to a heckler than it does to a Dome.

"The income from an athletic endowment, invested by the Board of Trustees could make the difference between an economically viable athletic program on the one hand, or, the other, operating at a deficit or dropping sports," says the Rev. Edmund Joyce, the campaign’s honorary chairman.

"The idea is a simple one," says Corrigan. "$10 million is invested at, say, 10 percent a year, you end up with $1 million to start each fiscal year.

Administration and athletic department officials know the problems they face in raising money. Frantically they have completed a fund-raising drive that brought in over $180,000, and suddenly they are asking for more. In light of that, the drive will focus on a very special group of people.

"An effort will be made to contact everyone who ever has won a monogram playing for a Notre Dame team," says Valdiserri. "Each of them will be asked to accept the contribution that Notre Dame athletics made to their lives and careers. We will simply be asking for their participation based on those contributions."

"That may sound like insane arm-twisting, but it pays in comparison to the measures taken by other schools. Again, for example, the PAC-10 — UCLA this year became the last school in the conference to formally fund its football teams. Teams between the 20-yard lines are now sold only to members of a special booster club. Season ticket holders, many of whom had owned prime tickets for decades just these same seats if they did not join the club. They still get seats, but they were in the end zones.

Similar booster clubs have been formed at each of the PAC-10 schools, and membership prices range from $1,000 to $1,250 per year.

The same rules are in effect for basketball fans at most of the schools in the conference.

"We would never do that here," promises Corrigan. "That is why we have begun this campaign.

The plan calls for the money to be raised by the end of the school year, the year that will be paying off by the end of 1982. Officials promise to touch none of the principle, preferring to use it only for the interest or expendtures.

In addition, a post-season revenue generated by the football and basketball programs will be added to the endowment. This constitutes a change in policy, as those funds had been earmarked in the past for minority scholarships.

Down the road, athletic department personnel envision a fund of $15 to $20 million. That would fully endow the department, they feel.

If the more immediate future plans are for $1 million to start each fiscal year.

Let us now look at the Varsity Irish starting quarterbacks Blair Kiel (5) and Tim Koegel (14) warm up prior to Saturday’s game in Michigan. Today, Observer Sports Editor Michael Ortman begins a two-part look at the Notre Dame quarterback situation. See the story at the right. (Photo by John Macor)
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Kiel and Koegel continue to vie

SPECIAL TO THE OBSERVER

This is the first of two articles analyzing Notre Dame’s two starting quarterbacks, Tim Koegel and Blair Kiel, and the unusual system Gerry Faust has opted to use them in. Today — The Devine years.

By MICHAEL ORTMAN
Sports Editor

This is a tale of two quarterbacks. Both are products of the Midwest — one from Cincinnati, Ohio; the other from Columbus, Ind. Both play football at Notre Dame. Both are starting quarterbacks at Notre Dame.

Both have received their fair shares of attention from the media and the public. Both were recruited by Dan Devine and now play for Gerry Faust. Both have been ranking electoral college voters since they arrived in South Bend — Tim Koegel over four years ago, and Blair Kiel last fall.

Kiel arrived in South Bend in 1977. He was recognized by virtual everyone as one of the premier quarterbacks available to college recruiters that year. Consequently, he proclaimed that Koegel could walk straight into the pool.

Koegel passed upon numerous offers of guaranteed Stardom, and "startred," to attend Notre Dame. Joining him in the hunt for playing time will be freshman Mike Knafelc and Rick Gottfried, who eventually transferred to trucks. For signal caller in high school. Add heir apparent Randy Lisch and inspired young Joe Montagna, and one begins to think that some of these guys surely were waiting to kick the bucket.

"I think I expected pretty much the same thing that most incoming freshmen do," reflects Koegel. "You don't expect to step in right away, but you expect you'll get your chance, and from the way things sounded, I looked like I was going to get my chance pretty early. But it just never worked out that way.

"I don't expect a lot of shares of attention from the media, but that is the way with the quarterback position. And the offense the way it is now, it's a function of two articles analyzing Notre

Both quarterbacks alternated at the running back position. "They're the Coolest Kid in the world because the Freshman Irish to the national title.

Nevertheless, the quarterback situation in the fall of 1980 was uncler clear right up until the opener against Purdue, and in fact, on through the first three weeks of the season. But when the smoke had cleared, Kiel had become the first Notre Dame quarterback to lead the Irish to the national title since Ralph Guglielmi

See QUARTERBACKS, page 9

We may be dumb, but we ain't stupid. First Bottom Ten voters honored Northwestern, making them the preseason favorite to be the worst team in the land. The Midlucks promptly looked respectable in a 20-21 scrape with Indiana. They didn't win, but they played well enough and dropped out of the No. 1 spot.

Then, the fearless forecasters cast their lot with the Michigan Wolverines. The Blue reserved for playing for Notre Dame, and getting balled from this week's poll.

As the ballots rolled in, compilers noticed that not one voter had listed a number one team. Voters were on and voters figured this was the best way to avoid further embarrassments.

The big news of the week came out of the state of Pennsylvania. Penn downs Cornell, 20-22, equalling its win total for the past two years combined — one. The score was on and voters figured this was the best way to avoid further embarrassments.

The big news of the week came out of the state of Pennsylvania. Penn downs Cornell, 20-22, equalling its win total for the past two years combined — one. The score was on and voters figured this was the best way to avoid further embarrassments.

The big news of the week came out of the state of Pennsylvania. Penn downs Cornell, 20-22, equalling its win total for the past two years combined — one. The score was on and voters figured this was the best way to avoid further embarrassments.

In addition, the Cincinnati Bearcats continued their mysterious ways by sweeping Tennessee. Cincy lost, 51-0 to Penn State. This was another record week, as Pitt quarterback Dan Marino threw five TD passes in a 58-14 shellacking.

The Bottom Ten's coveted "Back to Reality" Award goes to Wisconsin, Iowa, and Georgia Tech. Welcome home, boys.

Here, then, the rankings:

1) Alabama (2-1) - Beat a number one team this week
2) North Carolina (6-2) - Lost to Harvard, 26-23. Rah
3) Northwestern (0-2) - Couldn’t get the Bears to lend them Matt Sydney for game with Arkansas.

"I think the offense that they played their first four years limited my chances of success.

That is, indeed, an understatement. "They said (when recruiting that if you’re the starter, we’ll gear it the offense) more toward the drop-back passing game," Koegel was and is a drop back passer, a characteristic that doesn’t make one feel at home in a run-oriented, roll-out type offense. But he waited and waited.

He wasn’t really in the hunt his freshman year. Lisch started the first game, only to be replaced by Montana, "the Comeback Kid" who led Notre Dame to the national title.

The following year, the more popular Lisch won the job the first game, and Montana, "the Comeback Kid" who led Notre Dame to the national title.

The following year, the more popular Lisch won the job the first game, and Montana, "the Comeback Kid" who led Notre Dame to the national title. Koegel finally entered Notre Dame under somewhat similar circumstances. The man who had lost the offense the previous year, Lisch, was gone. But Corry, Knafelc and Montana would be selected at that fall but then so was his Notre Dame clamathon Scott Grooms.

See QUARTERBACKS, page 9

We may be dumb, but we ain't stupid.